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Advice for winter, the festive season and New Year! Plus Surgery updates...
With Christmas and New Year’s Eve approaching, it’s a time for celebration. Here’s some helpful advice to keep
your pets happy and healthy during winter. Plus a sneak peak of our extension plans and some new team
member introductions!

We are expanding!
Not only are we open 24 hours, we are also a hospital, referral
centre and have an onsite Hydrotherapy Suite. We are in the
process of getting ready for our next project, expanding our
practice even further to include a state of the art high end
referral centre, which will take on a range of referrals from
soft tissue surgery through to orthopaedics and diagnostic
imaging.
We can’t wait for you to see the bigger and better Vets4Pets
Barnsley when it’s completed! If you have any questions about
the extension, we’d be happy to talk to you about it.

Fireworks
Sound sensitivities, including fireworks, are very
common in dogs and reactions range from mild
to extreme. It becomes distressing for both you
and your dog if this fear is or becomes severe.
Cats and small furries are less likely to show
signs of fear but this doesn’t mean bonfire night
isn’t a distressing time for them. Preparing early
can help your pet cope with fireworks.
With dogs, it can help to make them a ‘safe
haven’ or den area. They won’t understand that
fireworks cannot harm them and generally will
feel safer when they have a hiding space. It's
best to do this a few weeks in advance so your
dog has time to get used to it.
You could also make a den for your cat by lining
a box or covered cat bed with blankets. Keeping
your cat inside on nights where there are likely
to be fireworks reduces the risk of them being
scared outside and getting lost.
For small furries, make sure rabbits or guinea
pigs in outdoor runs are safley in their hutches /
cages. Bring the hutch inside if possible or cover
it with blankets.

Meet our new team member!
We are expanding our team along with
our surgery expansion and would like
to introduce you to our new veterinary
surgeon Pawel. Pawel graduated from
University of Life Sciences in Lublin,
Poland in 2016 and joined us this year!
He enjoys all aspects of his job but
has a particular interest in surgery and
dentistry.
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It is important that your pet is microchipped
and the details are up to date. A microchip is a
small electronic device which is inserted under
your pets skin. It is coded with a unique number
that can be read by a scanner. If your pet is
found and scanned, the microchip database is
accessed online and this can be used to contact
you and reunite you with your pet. Please
contact us for further information on coping
with fireworks and microchipping.

Advice for the Winter Season
Despite their fur, cats, dogs and small furries can feel the cold just the same as humans do.
Here’s some helpful advice to keep them happy and healthy during the winter months.

Dogs
Don’t walk your dog on ice as just like us they can slip and injure themselves. Even more
important is to make sure they don’t run onto frozen lakes or canals, as they could fall
into icy water if the ice is too thin. Grit and salt on your dog’s paws can make them sore,
so it is important to wash it off. It can also make them poorly if they lick it off, so always
rinse your pup’s paws after walks. Take care in snow, your dog might see it as a novelty
but dangerous objects may be hidden underneath – also eating snow can cause stomach
upset. Make sure your dog always has a fresh water supply.

Cats
Make sure that there is somewhere warm and cosy for your cat to sleep. Cats will curl up
next to anything hot to keep warm, which can include under the bonnet of a car, so check
where they are before you start the engine. Make sure your cat’s water supply is never
frozen and remember to check the water every day. Surprisingly, antifreeze smells and
tastes good to cats so if they find it they will drink it. However, it is highly poisonous so
make sure it is stored well out of reach and any spillages are cleaned up straight away.

Small Furries
Provide extra bedding for rabbits and other outdoor pets and be prepared to move
them into a shed, unused garage or utility room for shelter. If you move your rabbit
indoors don’t put them too close to a heater or radiator as they can very easily suffer
from heat stress. If you are keeping your pet outside, beds or hutches should be raised
off the ground to prevent the base becoming too cold, damp or rotten. Bedding should
always be fresh and dry as it will freeze overnight even if it’s slightly damp. Don’t put
house pets in greenhouses or conservatories due to the temperature changes. Also take
care if they are living in garages that are regularly used by a car, as there can be toxic
fumes.

New Year
As with most of us, we anticipate that the festive period and the New Year will bring with it joy and happiness and most likely… a
larger waistline. Same goes for your pets – they’re just as susceptible to putting on a few pounds when everyone’s feeling super
nice at the dinner table and giving them scraps or by them eating all their Christmas presents at once! Our colleagues are here to
help though, with all the guidance you need on diets, exercise and behaviours.

Don’t forget...
We’re open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Even over the
bank holidays. We never close so we’re here if you need us.

Vets4Pets Barnsley
161 Wilthorpe Rd, Barnsley S75 1JQ
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